
Please note no rental is confirmed until full payment has been collected. 

 Payments must be made over the phone and any orders under two

weeks of the event date will be subject to a rush fee. 
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2 SLEEVE

3 CHEST

4 OVERARM

5 INSLEEVE

6 WAIST

7 HIPS

8 THIGH

9 OUTSEAM

10 INSEAM
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8025 102 St NW,

Edmonton AB, T6E 4A2  

 (780) 431-4293 

 menswear@mrderk.com 

 Measurement Form
PERSONAL INFORMATION

Date of Arrival

Address

Mobile  Number

Drives Lisence#

Gender

E-Mail

Male Female

Full Name
(PLEASE USE CAPITALS)

/ /:

:

:

:

:

:

GROOM/BRIDES NAMES

Once form is completed please email to Menswear@mrderk.com or you can call us.

10

Note that foot width is narrow,

wide, or extra wide

NOTES: (HOW DO YOU LIKE
FOR YOUR SUITS TO FIT?)



 MEASUREMENT
INSTUCTIONS

1 NECK Measure from the base of the neck at the widest point and around the
neck, make sure there is room for one to two fingers.

2 SLEEVE Measure from the nape of the neck to the shoulder first, hold the
measuring tape on the shoulder and measure down the arm to the top of
the wrist bone where you would wear your watch. 

3 CHEST Measure from the under the arms around the broadest part of the chest,
make sure that you take a deep breath in during this measurement as you
don't want the jacket too tight. 

4 OVERARM Measure around the arms over the chest, same as before make sure to
take a deep breath so we can gather the best measurement 

5 INSLEEVE Measure from the inside of the sleevee from the top of the arm pit to the
base of the wrist bone. If you already have a jacket that fits use the
insleeve measurement on a existing garmet to compare.

6 WAIST Make sure that you start two inches below the belly button. Measure the
circumference of your waist all the way around and don't suck in. This
measurement is not your jean size so please record the actual
measurement not what jeans you wear. It will seem high compared to your
jean size but don't worry this is what the professionals need.  

7 HIPS Measure at this thickest part of your seat, make sure that your wallet and
keys are out of your pockets so we can get an accurate measurement.

8 THIGH Measure your thigh all the way around at the top and make sure that it is
the thickest part of your thigh.

9 OUTSEAM Measure from the outside of your hip two inches below your belly button,
and measure from that outside hip point all the way to your heel and inch
from the floor. 

10 INSEAM Measure from the inside of your thigh close to the ground to the inside of
your heel about an inch from the ground. 

" It is always preferred that you are measured by a professional tailor
or someone in the industry, but if you have to do it at home follow
the instructions below  and always call if you have questions"


